We demonstrate the coherent transfer of the orbital angular momentum of a photon to an atom in quantized units of , using a 2-photon stimulated Raman process with Laguerre-Gaussian beams to generate an atomic vortex state in a Bose-Einstein condensate of sodium atoms. We show that the process is coherent by creating superpositions of different vortex states, where the relative phase between the states is determined by the relative phases of the optical fields. Furthermore, we create vortices of charge 2 by transferring to each atom the orbital angular momentum of two photons.
We demonstrate the coherent transfer of the orbital angular momentum of a photon to an atom in quantized units of , using a 2-photon stimulated Raman process with Laguerre-Gaussian beams to generate an atomic vortex state in a Bose-Einstein condensate of sodium atoms. We show that the process is coherent by creating superpositions of different vortex states, where the relative phase between the states is determined by the relative phases of the optical fields. Furthermore, we create vortices of charge 2 by transferring to each atom the orbital angular momentum of two photons. Light can carry two kinds of angular momentum: Internal or spin angular momentum (SAM) associated with its polarization and external or orbital angular momentum (OAM) associated with its spatial mode [1, 2] . The coupling of optical SAM to atoms has been known for over a century [3] and been verified in numerous experiments. Light beams with OAM, however, have only recently been created [4, 5] .
The interaction of light with matter inevitably involves the exchange of momentum. In the case of linear momentum (LM), the mechanical effects of light range from comet tails to laser cooling of atoms. The mechanical effect of the angular momentum of light on matter was first demonstrated 70 years ago in an experiment where the SAM of circularly polarized light rotated a birefringent plate [6] . More recently, both the SAM and OAM of light has been used to rotate micron-sized particles held in optical tweezers [7, 8, 9] . Experiments have also been performed on clouds of atoms [10] . In one series of experiments [11] , a diffraction grating was created in an atomic cloud, such that diffraction of a Gaussian beam from this grating generated a light beam carrying OAM. Another experiment [12] used a technique similar to phase imprinting [13] to generate a light beam with OAM. In both cases, one can safely assume that mechanical OAM was transferred to the atomic clouds, but the effect of this transfer was not directly observed. (Such an observation would have been difficult, since in both cases, the atomic clouds were incoherent, thermal samples.) No experiment has demonstrated the quantized transfer of the OAM of a photon to an atom.
An atomic gas Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) allows the study of macroscopic quantum states. For example, the superfluid properties of such quantum degenerate gases can be explored using vortex states (macroscopic rotational atomic states with angular momentum quantized in units of ). The many-body wavefunction of the BEC is very well approximated by the product of identical single-particle wavefunctions, so for a BEC in a vortex state, each particle carries quantized OAM. Here, we report the direct observation of the quan- The first generation of a vortex in a BEC used a "phase engineering" scheme involving a rapidly rotating Gaussian laser beam coupling the external motion to internal state Rabi oscillations [15, 16] . Later schemes included mechanically stirring the BEC with a focused laser beam [17] and "phase imprinting" by adiabatic passage [13, 18] . Over the past decade, numerous papers proposed generating vortices in a BEC using stimulated Raman processes with Laguerre-Gaussian optical fields that carry OAM [19, 20] . This technique produces a single vortex with a chosen number of units of OAM (chosen charge). The process is fully coherent, able to produce superpositions of different vortex states with determined phase. Our experiment is the first realization of this technique, but differs from the proposals in that we do not change the internal atomic states; instead we transfer LM along with OAM.
The set of Laguerre-Gaussian modes (LG l p ) defines a possible basis set to describe paraxial laser beams [21, 22] . The indices l and p are the winding number (the number of times the phase completes 2π on a closed loop around the axis of propagation) and the number of radial nodes for radius ρ > 0, respectively. Each photon in the LG l p mode carries l of OAM along its direction of propagation [1] . In contrast, SAM can only carry of angular momentum per photon. We use a LG electric field amplitude in polar coordinates at the beam waist varies as,
and the peak-to-peak diameter is √ 2w 0 . The light is linearly polarized and carries no net SAM. Figure 1 shows a stimulated Raman scheme using counter-propagating LG 1 0 and Gaussian (G) beams. An atom of mass M , initially at rest, absorbs a LG 1 0 photon and stimulatedly emits a G photon, acquiring 2 k of LM (k = 2π/λ with λ the photon wavelength). As with resonant Bragg diffraction with two G beams, the frequency difference between the two beams, δν, is 4E r /h = 4ν r , where E r = ( k) 2 /2M is the recoil energy [14] . In addition to LM the atoms pick up the OAM difference between the two photons. The additional energy due to the rotation is small and, for the pulse durations used in this experiment, does not affect the resonance condition [24] .
The LM transferred by Bragg diffraction can be viewed as the result of the diffraction of atoms from a moving sinusoidal optical dipole potential generated by the interference of the counter-propagating G beams. Here, the optical dipole potential generated by interference of the counter propagating LG 1 0 and G beams is not sinusoidal, but, due to the radial intensity profile and the helical phase of the LG 1 0 beam, the dipole potential generated is corkscrew like. Diffraction off this corkscrew potential produces a rotating state. The potential is the atom-optics analogue of a phase hologram, and one could generate any desired two-dimensional atomic state using a suitable hologram.
The experiment begins with a BEC of 1-2×10 6 sodium atoms in the |3S 1/2 , F = 1, m F = −1 state, confined in a triaxial time-orbiting potential (TOP) magnetic trap [14] with trapping frequencies of ν z = √ 2ν y = 2ν x = 40 Hz (gravity along z) yielding a condensate with ThomasFermi radii of 21, 30 and 42 µm, respectively. The BEC, after formation, exhibits some oscillation of the center-ofmass about the minimum of the trap with peak-to-peak momentum less than 0.03 k, due to the relaxation of the trap potential to its final value. A G laser beam, detuned from the D2 line (λ = 589.0 nm) by ∆ = −1.5 GHz (≈150 linewidths, enough to prevent any significant spontaneous photon scattering), is split into two beams that pass through separate acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) in order to control their frequency difference δν. One of the beams diffracts from a blazed transmission hologram [4, 5, 23] 
We apply these beams to the trapped atoms as a square pulse 110 µs in time and then turn off the trap. After 6 ms time-of-flight (TOF), during which the atoms propagate ballistically, we image the released atoms by absorption of a probe beam resonant with the |3S 1/2 , F = 2 to |3P 3/2 , F = 3 transition. During imaging the atoms must be optically pumped from the initial |3S 1/2 , F = 1 state into the |3S 1/2 , F = 2 state by a pump beam resonant with the |3S 1/2 , F = 1 to |3P 3/2 , F = 2 transition. Atoms with LM 2 k from the Raman process will separate spatially during the TOF from atoms still at rest (see Fig. 1b ). We use a focused pump beam spatially localized along x to selectively image clouds of atoms in different LM states using a probe beam propagating along x, the axis of rotation of the LG 1 0 beam. Figure 2a shows an image of a cloud that has undergone the Raman process with δν ≈ 4ν r , where the vortex core is observed as a hole in the middle of the cloud. By measuring the relative number of atoms in the stationary cloud and the moving vortex cloud, we find that the optimal transfer into the rotating state happens for δν = 97.5 ± 0.5 kHz. The difference from the expected value 4ν r = 4E r /h = 100 kHz is attributed to initial motion of the BEC in the trap. For a 130 µs pulse a maximum transfer of 53% was achieved. The transfer is limited by the spatial mismatch between the (toroidal shape) rotating state and the (inverted parabolic shape) initial BEC; transfer of the entire BEC, in this situation, is impossible.
To measure the angular momentum transferred to the atoms, we perform an interferometric measurement using three optical pulses. The first pulse, consisting of the LG second order (4 photon) Raman process between states with momenta −2 k and +2 k [14] . This pulse is 100 µs long (chosen empirically to produce high contrast interference) and is produced by replacing the LG There is essentially no delay between the pulses so that atoms with different momenta remain well overlapped spatially during the pulse sequence (clouds with LM difference 2 k separate in 1 ms). Fig. 2b is an image of one of the interfering clouds after the three pulses, and corresponds to the superposition of two clouds with OAM ± (Fig. 2d) . Since the diffracted atoms each have absorbed or been stimulated to emit one LG 1 0 photon, the interference pattern confirms that each LG 1 0 photon transfers OAM to the atoms. Although interference has previously been used to observe vortex states [15, 25, 26] , this is the first interference between independently generated, overlapping counter-rotating vortex states [27] .
Since stimulated Raman processes are coherent, we expect the relative quantum phase between the rotating and non-rotating states to be set by the relative phases of the laser beams used. To verify this we perform a twopulse experiment. The first pulse is a 30 µs LG 1 0 /G pulse with δν ≈ 4ν r , which diffracts atoms into the state with LM 2 k and OAM . The second pulse is a G/G pulse with δν ≈ 4ν r , which also couples the same two LM states (0 and 2 k) but without changing the OAM. state rotating with OAM and a non-rotating state. The direction in which the hole is displaced is determined by the phase between the two states. Such an interference pattern was used to map the phase of a vortex state in [15] .
By imaging the interference pattern of the LG 1 0 and the co-propagating G beams on a CCD camera, we measure the relative optical phase between the two beams, thereby determining the relative phase between the corkscrew and the sinusoidal diffractive structures generating the two interfering clouds. (Both pulses use the same counter-propagating G beam.) In Fig. 3 the measured phase of the atomic interference is plotted as a function of the measured optical phase, for 18 consecutive realizations of the experiment. They are correlated, as expected, even though the optical phase is measured 10 ms after the diffracting pulses (4 ms after the TOF image) [28] . This demonstrates that atoms can be put into any desired coherent superposition of different rotational states by controlling the relative phases of the Raman beams.
We generate vortices of higher charge by transferring to each atom the angular momentum from several LG gineering" [29] and phase imprinting [18] , respectively.) To verify that this is a doubly charged vortex, we apply a third G/G pulse, 40 µs long with δν ≈ 8ν r , which couples states with momentum 0 and 4 k via a second order Raman process [14] . Fig. 4c is an image of the 4 k cloud generated by the three pulses, taken after 6 ms TOF. It corresponds to the interference between a non-rotating cloud and a cloud with OAM 2 (see Fig.  4d ), as expected.
Our experiments directly demonstrate that the OAM of a photon is transferred coherently to an atom in quantized units of . Although we transferred LM in addition to OAM, in order to achieve good discrimination between initial and final states of the Raman process because of the small rotational energy, in some situations it might be desirable to generate rotational states with no net LM. For example, atoms in a ring trap [30, 31] could be induced to rotate, resulting in a persistent current of atoms. This could be accomplished by using an initial Bragg diffraction pulse to put atoms in a non-zero LM state from which they could subsequently be transferred to a rotational state with zero LM. Alternatively one could use co-propagating beams and drive transitions between different internal states in the atoms as proposed in [19, 20] . If longer pulse lengths were used, it may be possible to directly induce a rotation of the condensate without changing the internal state or transferring linear momentum; however, such a process may be strongly suppressed [32] since, in the Thomas-Fermi regime, the rotational energy is much less than the mean-field interaction energy.
In summary, we have demonstrated a new tool to generate arbitrary superpositions of atomic rotational states. This tool, together with tools for controlling LM and internal states, enables total control of an atom. Possible applications of our technique range from generating superflow in atomic vapors to superposition of macroscopic (Schrödinger cat) states. The exchange of OAM between light and atoms may also be useful in quantum information applications [20] , for example in quantum repeaters where the flying qubits are photons with OAM [23] .
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